
A brief overview of a few emblematic movements in cinema

•Soviet School (Post-Bolchevik Revolution)
Post Oct 1917
Experimentation with film style & technique
1924  Eisenstein, Kuleshov, Vertov (ARC- Association of Revolutionary Cinematography)

Theory of Soviet montage 
- Kuleshov effect close-up shots in association to create meaning (man + soup / child playing / dead 
woman)
- Eisenstein – montage of attractions / shots should collide

•Avant-garde (around 1st world war)
Progression from artistic movements such as cubism and futurism (1909), dadaism (1916), constructivism 
(1920), surrealism (1924)
Avant-garde  reaction to horrors of war

Breaks with tradition and is politicized
Experimentation is central (reworking of genres, exploring possibilities of film language, representation 
of subjectivity)
Mixture of mainstream and counter-cinema (popular with experimental), socio-realism and subjective 
(documentary with drama)

•French Poetic Realism (1930’s)
Rise of independents (Carné, Grémillon, Renoir) with Pathé & Gaumont’s hold dwindling over cinema 
industry
- Early populism (Front Populaire – leftist slant)
- Late pessimism (Quai des brumes – with Jean Gabin)

•French Nouvelle Vague - late 1950’s
New generation of French filmmakers
Low budget against prevailing trends in cinema of literary adaptations / costume dramas and massive co-
productions (le cinéma de papa)
Against normal circuit of assistantship to established directors

Key filmmakes Claude Chabrol, Jacques Rivette, Jean-Luc Godard, Eric Rohmer, Francois Truffaut, 
Alain Resnais

•2  nd   French Nouvelle Vague (1966/68)  
Debunking of bourgeois myths and values & process of filmmaking / counter Hollywood cinema
hand-held / no studio / no  star system

1970’s  Costa-Gravas, Louis Malle

•Free British cinema – 1956
Launched by Lindsay Anderson (critic for Sequence)
 documentaries, shorts
Free because they were made outside industry framework
Moral statements on contemporary society

- free from commercial pressures
- humanist & poetic inflection
- denounced British adherence to classic narrative cinema

"Free Cinema [...] reflected a belief that the cinema was an art, but also an art which if it did not have a 
direct relationship to society, would be trivial and insipid" (John Ellis, 1951-1976: British Film Institute 
Production,  1977)

•British New Wave (1958 –1964) short lived 
Coincided with social and cultural changes  emergence of a youth class
Radical changes in music, fashion and sexual mores

- Kitchen sink drama
− Gritty new realism



•Italian neo-realism (1942-52)
Rossellini (Roma città aperta) 1945
Visconti (Obsession – 1942)

- Moral and aesthetical cinema
Under Mussolini – polished image of Italy  (no crime , no immorality)  slick middle-class melodramas / 
“white telephone movies” Cinecittà studios)
 “From its earliest days during the resistance against the German occupation, to the devastating aftermath 
of the War and the hopelessness of reconstruction that ensued, neorealism painted a picture of "real" 
Italian life from 1943 to 1952. Few other periods of film history are so deeply influenced by the political  
ideal and social history of their time.” (The Italian neo-realism homepage)

German expressionism(1919 – 24)
Dealt with force of human emotion & sexuality (impact of Freud)
Themes: revolt, self analysis, primitive sexual savagery 
Deliberately anti-bourgeois

Part of broad expressionist artistic movement
-Artists (Van Gogh, Kandinsky)
-Filmmakers  Reinhardt / Lang (Metropolis)

“ German Expressionism rose as the theatrically horrific child of two major forces in German life in the early 
20th century: Expressionist art and the loss of WWI.  (…) German Expressionism came to dominate horror 
and artistic cinema in the silent era. (…) Rather than a cosmic battle where the heroes know all the 
answers, or are tragic because the answers were there and they didn't listen, Expressionist films deal with 
trying to figure out these answers. 
Being the product of a people essentially displaced within their own country and social order, these films 
radiate a sense of displacement, whether it is the madman's twisted reality in The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,  
the foreign menace of Nosferatu, the young nobleman's journey-of-self and the dehumanized conflict of  
owners vs. workers in Metropolis, or the hazy dreaminess of Vampyr. There is always a fundamental sense 
of "wrongness" in Expressionist films that gives them their horror. “ (German expressionism on the web) 

•New german cinema (1962-82)
Inspired by French and British
1962  Oberhausen manifesto (Fassbinder, Wenders, Herzog, Straub)

- attempt to come to terms with Nazi era
- however, it met with no enthusiasm from the people.

The Oberhausen Manifesto
The collapse of the conventional German film finally removes the economic basis for a mode of filmmaking 
whose attitude and practice we reject. With it the new film has a chance to come to life. German short films 
by young authors, directors, and producers have in recent years received a large number of prizes at 
international festivals and gained the recognition of international critics. These works and these successes 
show that the future of the German film lies in the hands of those who have proven that they speak a new 
film language. Just as in other countries, the short film has become in Germany a school and experimental 
basis for the feature film. We declare our intention to create the new German feature film. This new film 
needs new freedoms. Freedom from the conventions of the established industry. Freedom from the outside 
influence of commercial partners. Freedom from the control of special interest groups. We have concrete 
intellectual, formal, and economic conceptions about the production of the new German film We are as a 
collective prepared to take economic risks. The old film is dead. We believe in the new one.
Oberhausen, February 28, 1962

•Cinema novo
Brasil early 1950’s  Influenced by Italian neo-realism
1st period documentary
1960’d  cooperative cinema – populist and revolutionary – blend of history, myth, popular culture, social 
critique 
Linked with 3rd world cinema & 3rd cinema 
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